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      Original works on paper by Francesco Jacobello on display at Arancina

DEBUT CONTEMPORARY COLLABORATES 

WITH LOCAL SICILIAN PIZZERIA - ARANCINA

STAGING PART II IN ROTATING EXHIBITION 

WITH WORK BY SICILIAN ARTIST - FRANCESCO JACOBELLO, 

OCTOBER 2013 - JANUARY 2014

19 Westbourne Grove, London, W2 4UA

Debut Contemporary team's local hang out spot Arancina, named after it's famous risotto balls, stage the 
second in their collaborative exhibition series with work by Sicilian born Debut Artist, Francesco Jacobello 
following the success of the first exhibition with, Damilola Odusote, back in April 2013. Set to be a rotating 
display of work throughout the year, the Westbourne Grove based businesses are delighted to be partnering 
together.

“Having known Edoardo for a few years now, I watched him and his brother grow their business, going from 
strength to strength in the process. They have a very unique offering in London, not only Notting Hill, and 
are great guys too. Originally opposed to propose to artists to exhibit in cafes and restaurants, we've made 
an exception here, having initially cleared it with Damilola, the artist. Arancina attracts a very decent Notting 
Hill crowd and the original brick wall lands itself to a nice exhibition. And Damilola's works could not have 
been better suited to add an additional touch of elegance and fully complete an already great vibe one finds 
in this unique space. I'm excited about this collaboration and looking forward to the year ahead.” Samir 
Ceric, Debut Contemporary Founder & CEO

Debut Contemporary is the only professional development and career empowerment platform of its kind in 
the UK and follows on from the success the founders, husband and wife duo, Samir Ceric and Zoe Knight 
achieved through the launch of Salon Contemporary and Wolf & Badger which earned them the industry 
titles such as ‘One of the UK’s Most Powerful Couples in Art & Fashion’ (The Times Magazines), 
‘Kingmakers of Creative Talent’ (International Life Magazine), ‘London’s Top Tastemakers’ (Time Out 
London), to name a few. 



"At Arancina we are all very exited to host this exhibition. We are really happy to be able to collaborate with 
such a very well known gallery as Debut Contemporary, and especially with Mr Samir Ceric, who is first of 
all a good friend as well as a good customer of our restaurant. I must also thank the artist Francesco 
Jacobello; his works are amazing and they make a positive difference in the look, but also in the vibe, of our 
restaurants. I wish him all the success he deserves." Edoardo Mortari of Arancina

Arancina was started by the Mortari family: Massimo, Michele and Edoardo. Their idea was to open a 
café/restaurant that served fresh food as you would taste in their own city, Rome, the Holy City. “Fresh, 
young and simple” - since opening in 2006, they have introduced a different level of catering: cornetti, pizza 
alla pala, salads, pastas, etc. Everything is perfectly chosen, prepared, and cooked to bring you the true 
flavours of Rome and Sicily. 

“It's a fantastic opportunity to showcase my work at Arancina in Westbourne Grove, Notting Hill. Being 
Sicilian myself, I find that my Art has in its expression what they offer with their food: the spices, aromas, 
taste and vibrant colours, so characteristic from my home place. The restaurant itself is an amazing space 
and it has a friendly and cosmopolitan atmosphere . It will be an experience that combines two great 
traditions from Sicily: Food and Art.” Debut Artist, Francesco Jacobello

Born in Militello in Val Di Catania, Sicily, Francesco Jacobello got his first taste of exhibition as a child in a 
small Sicilian town, when his teacher would take him to other classes to show off his drawings. Jacobello 
categorizes his art within a new generation of artists who are influenced by the Italian Classics, but remain 
connected with the urban feel of contemporary practices in the present art world. Since winning competitions 
in Sicily in the early 90’s, Jacobello has exhibited in various venues in the UK and Europe and his works are 
part of public and private collections around the world including Italy, Australia, England, France, Switzerland, 
USA (California, New York and Florida), Canada, Germany and Brazil.

Debut Contemporary and Arancina will also be participating in the late night cultural fix for West London - 
First Wednesdays – with the next event taking place on November 6th 2013 in association with Bayswater 
Village.

The pizzeria and exhibition will run daily from Monday to Sunday, 8am to 11pm from April 2013
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